UPDATE

Pro-Art controversy

By Gary Parsons
IC Staff Writer

Charges and countercharges continue to fly between Pro-Art spokesman Daisy Portuondo and Chancellor W. "Ned" Moomaw about the conditions that led to the rift between the two groups.

In last week's Highland Cavalier, Moomaw said that he believed that the two groups could still resolve the misunderstanding and disagreements that have separated the two groups. He said last week that if a meeting could take place in a spirit of goodwill, the two groups could overcome their problems.

Moomaw also said in last week's paper that he was not quoted in a statement atributed to Rex Baird, a Pro-Art spokesman, to the effect that CVC was discontinuing Pro-Art funding was untrue. Moomaw said, referring to Baird, "whoever he was quoting, it wasn't me."

Pro-Art spokesman, Daisy Portuondo, believes that there are still major obstacles separating the two groups. According to Portuondo, the obstacles between the two groups are contained in a message sent to Pro-Art by Moomaw on November 3. In that message, according to Portuondo, Moomaw expressed the following concerns: First, Moomaw was upset with Pro-Art's use of the Greear Gymnasium for a Pro-Art program, the Ballet Folklorico de Mexico, because
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Clinch Valley presents 'See How They Run' in Dec.

By Christal Tackett
IC Staff Writer

"See How They Run" is a delightful comedy farce by Phillip King. It was performed by the Highland Players December 5 through 9, and will show again December 13 and 14, in the CVC theatre building.

The action took place in a room of the vicarage at Mertoncum-Middlewick, a small village in England. The time was the early 1950's.

The basic plot revolved around the troubles of Penelope Toop, played with excellent expression and humor by Elaine Kiser, and the mess that resulted from an innocent deception she planned.

Penelope's accomplice in the deception was the reluctant Corporal Clive Winston, an American soldier and long-time friend of Mrs. Toop. Benjamin Mays' lively portrayal of the Corporal was enjoyable to watch.

Miss Skillon, the village busybody who is in love with the vicar, Rev. Arthur Cleeve, played by Mark Gardner, a local radio announcer, a love-starved maid, Ida (played by Robin Poole, who just recently portrayed Sister Mary in a Highland Players production), a timid visitor, Rev. Arthur
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On the Inside

- Letter to the Editor... see page 4
- Christmas Around the World cancelled... see page 5
- Choir to perform... see page 5
Opinions

Area economic outlook bleak according to report

Governor Gerald Baliles' visit last month was a welcome change in the areas' economic outlook. Although the Governor's speech was met with much fanfare, it is important to remember that his visit represents only a snapshot of the area's economy. To understand the area's economic situation comprehensively, we must consider the data provided in the recent economic report.

The report highlights the challenges faced by the area. Worker wages in the area are much lower than the state average, and the unemployment rate is significantly higher. Additionally, the area has a high number of low-wage jobs, which limit the potential for economic growth.

The report also describes the area's limited access to educational and training opportunities. This lack of access to education and training is a significant obstacle to the area's economic development. Workers in the area are limited in their ability to upgrade their skills and find better-paying jobs.

In summary, while Governor Baliles' visit was a positive boost, it is important to remember that the economic challenges facing the area are real and require continued attention from local and state leaders.
Dear Editor,

I noted with dismay how one concerned reader, Michael J. O’Donnell, referred to his neighbor’s dog as a ‘deranged dog.’

A concerned reader, Michael J. O’Donnell, referred to his neighbor’s dog as a ‘deranged dog.’

Best regards,

[Signature]

---

**The Elvis Hour**

Elvis songs and Elvis memories that focus on the positive side of The King

Mon. 1 p.m. - 2 p.m. on WNVA FM 106
ART
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PORTLAND, Me., Apr. 28 - A dispute over the terms attached to a letter from Monore to Pro-Art of $5,000, announced Portland, where Monore offered the group $5,000, but did not Municipality said that it would not go to state Mills to raise funds for such purposes and that this decision would be the last contribution the College offered.

A final obstacle between the two groups which makes it unlikely that the two groups will be able to resolve their disagreements, according to Baird, was the condition that Monore imposed upon Pro-Art for a meeting with him. Baird said that the Chancellor's conditions were that a meeting between the two could take place only if no media representation was present; that no press release would be permitted after the meeting; that Pro-Art must retract all statements made in the Nov. 17 edition of The Portland Daily

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
GET UP TO
$1 BACK
Buy any 2 fashion items from Catto Sunset Blvd. Bhies and get 1 back. It's easy! But hurry, 'til this season to be Jolly" don't drink and drive, walk to celebrate with family and friends. Godspeed!

LORD
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What are the goals we have set for ourselves? What major or minor programs will we declare, or drop? What will we change them again? What will we declare for our major or minor program, and what will we learn in life? What major or minor program will we choose, and what major or minor program will we pursue, and what major or minor program will we seek out another institution of higher education?

As final tests, well-written research papers and semester reports will be required. LAb reports will be required. LAb reports will be required. LAb reports will be required. LAb reports will be required.

Show your student I.D. and receive a free appetizer and 10% off your regular dinner price!

Happy Holiday wishes extended

The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa would like to extend their wishes to the students, faculty, and staff of the Merry, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Happy New Year, we hope that everyone traveling home will be extremely careful and even though it is "in the season to be jolly," don't drink and drive. Walk to celebrate with family and friends. Godspeed!

Science seminars to be given

On Monday, Dec. 11, at 4 p.m., three biology seminars will be given in the Science Lecture Hall.

Two will discuss "Neural Darwinism: Is It A Better Way to View the Brain?" The seminar will explain the physiological basis of learning.

The second seminar will discuss "The Immune System and Its Components of the System." The seminar will explain the physiological basis of learning.

A final seminar will be given by B.J. Saramon. All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend.

The College—Community Choir cordially invites you to attend its annual Christmas Concert on Sunday, December 13, and Sunday, December 14. At 8 p.m. in the Theatre Auditorium. Admission $3.00.

Kapps celebrate Founders Day

The brothers of Epsilon Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi gathered on the night of December 5, 1989, to celebrate the Founders of the fraternity 80 years ago. The brothers along with invited guests enjoyed a fine meal served at the Inn at Wise. There was a short program dealing with the founding of the fraternity.

The brothers would like to congratulate the newly elected officers: President, Mark Whiteman; Vice-President, Mark Wise; Secretary, Jason Sams; Treasurer, Sean Wiseman; and Sergeant-at-Arms, John Central. The brothers would also like to wish everyone a safe and happy holiday.

Happy Holiday wishes extended

The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa would like to extend their wishes to the students, faculty, and staff of Wise, Virginia, and receive a free appetizer and 10% off your regular dinner price!
CVC alumni take to the court

By Bob Sloan
HC Sports Editor

The alumni basketball game held on Saturday, Dec. 6, brought a few old memories back for some, aching muscles for others, but plenty of fun for all those who participated.

As a part of Homecoming '86 at Clinch Valley College, the game, which had odd-year alumni taking on even-year alumni, brought alumni from as far as twenty years ago back to CVC for the day's events. Bill Perry, a CVC graduate of 1966 was the oldest player to join the fun and action of the basketball contest.

Jonny Carnette, who acted as one of the team captains for the game, traveled the furthest to take the court against college friends of days past. An alumnus of 1988, Carnette came from Arlington, Va. for Homecoming.

This was the first year that CVC has held an alumni game which pitted one alumni team against another. In the past, alumni who were former ball players vied against present Cavalier stars.

"With this new format," stated Alumni Director Steve Mullins, "more alumni can participate in the game. You don't necessarily have to be a former Cavalier player to participate. I would call this this year's game successful. Everyone really had a lot of fun."

Having the honor of being chosen as team captains this year were Carnette and Major Gruffy. After a coin toss, both captains chose up teams since, as luck would have it, there were more even year alumni than odd ones. Curtis Clayborne and Steve Gruffy were selected to even out the teams.

Once the game had finished, Team one - Gruffy (captain), 86, Steve Mullins (84), Danny Rowland (84), Clayborne and Steve Gruffy had rolled to an 115-54 victory over Team two - Carnette, Robert Issac (84), Perry, Dennis Iresen (86), and Fred Lundstrom (71).

Mr. Joe Stallard, a former faculty member and men's basketball coach, was selected the honorary coach for the game.

A hospitality room was set up in the room above the coaches' offices. After the game, alumni and selected guests enjoyed some fine refreshments and talked over past times.

Clinch Valley in search of cheerleaders, musicians

By Roy Russell
HC Staff Writer

Clinch Valley College is looking to build some school spirit. Presently, the search is on for students who wish to volunteer their time as cheerleaders, ball boys, and forming a pep band. A game announcer is also needed.

Michael O'Donnell, Dean of Students and the person who is coordinating the search for these new positions, feels that these activities would provide an added attraction to sports at CVC. "I feel," stated O'Donnell, "that this type of activities would bring added excitement and entertainment to the games."

O'Donnell feels that even though the school is showing much more school spirit this year than in previous years, cheerleaders and a pep band would expand that spirit to an even further partition. These activities, however, are dependent upon a positive response from the student body. As long as interest is shown, the programs will prosper. It is hoped that these programs will get off the ground next semester. So far, a favorable turnout has responded to formation of these activities and more are expected.

A game announcer for home basketball games is also being looked for. The person would be responsible for announcing the starting line-ups, halftime statistic updates, and announcing fouls during the game.

Cavaliers fall to Campbellsville, 99-87

By Jim Ferguson
HC Staff Writer

The Clinch Valley College Cavaliers' record dropped to 1-2 in the KIAC and 7-4 overall Saturday as they suffered a 99-87 loss to Campbellsville College.

The Tigers of Campbellsville pumped in eight field goals from beyond the 19'9" tape and Clinic Valley added seven from beyond the three-point tape in a game that was played almost entirely outside of the paint.

The lead changed hands twelve times in the first eleven minutes of play and neither team could establish a sizeable lead. Forward Les Farrar sparked the Cavaliers largest lead of the first half, 42-35 at the 2:58 mark.

Farrar connected on four free throws and added two field goals to lead the ten-point run by Clinch Valley.

Campbellsville rallied behind Mike Pollack who connected on two three-point shots in the closing minutes of the first half to even the score at 48-48 at the intermission. Pollack connected on five three-pointers on the night.

Clinch Valley opened the second half ice-cold from the floor and were forced to take a timeout to regroup in the opening moments of the period. The Tigers had rambled for eight straight points and took the driver's seat, 64-55.

After the timeout, the Tigers continued to roll and lengthen their margin to thirteen points, the largest lead of the game.

After another Cavalier timeout at the 9:29 mark, Freshman Steve McKenzie was inserted for some long-range firepower. McKenzie responded to the call and connected on three consecutive three-point shots from beyond the tape, one of which looked to be launched from Coeburn, to close the gap to four.

Guard Hobble Stuart hit two free throws to cut the lead to only two, 79-76, but that was as close as the Cavaliers came in the game. Campbellsville extended their lead in the final minutes and wrapped the game up with a 99-87 win.

The Tigers improved their record to 2-2 in the conference and 5-3 overall.

Hobby Stuart led the Cavaliers with a game-high 30 points. Les Farrar added 12 points and guard Vic Taylor had 10. Three Campbellsville players contributed more than 20 point performances. Kevin Bridge with 27, Mike Pollock had 22, and Rob Rally finished with 22 points.

Once the game had finished, Team one - Gruffy (captain), 86, Steve Mullins (84), Danny Rowland (84), Clayborne and Steve Gruffy had rolled to an 115-54 victory over Team two - Carnette, Robert Issac (84), Perry, Dennis Iresen (86), and Fred Lundstrom (71).